Address to the Clergy of All Denominations on Colonization

African American Cultural Center Pamphlets
- “Reclaiming Our Legacy: The 6th Annual Black Arts Festival”
- “Annual Report, 1982-1983”
- “Share the Dream: Golden Valley Celebrates Black History Month, February 1983”

Ames, Robert Witt
- “Freedom Now”

Baldwin, James:
- Book jacket for If Beale Street Could Talk. The Dial Press.

Baraka, Imamu Amiri:
- Black people and imperialism, April 6, 1974.
- Toward the creation of political institutions for all African peoples. Reprinted from October, 1972 Black World.

Beecher, John:

Black Panther Party


Brooks, Gwendolyn
- Autographed copy of We Real Cool. Copyright 1959, autographed 1988.
- Handwritten copy of Cynthia in the Snow
- Postcard noting new paperbacks
- Signed copy of A lovely love.

Cleaver, Eldridge: FBI OPD and Eldridge Cleaver

Cooper, Clarence L., Jr.: Her (typewritten copy of short story). Charles Neibors Inc. Authors Representative, New York City.

Cooper, Clarence L., Jr.: In support of James Baldwin (typewritten copy of essay with corrections made by hand). Charles Neibors Inc. Authors Representative, New York City.

Crosby, Annie (photo). 1888-1895.

Cullen, Countee
• Letter and Envelope to Robert Crosby, Sept. 4, 1925
• Catalog 135 Black Writings from University Place Book Shop with hand written poem on back


Curti, Margaret Wooster. “Intelligence Tests of White and Colored School…” 1960
Discourse addressed to the New Hampshire Auxiliary Colonization Society


Dodson, Owen: Postcard. 1951.

Dunbar, Paul Laurence: Who Knows?. Sheet music, poem by Dunbar. Published by M. Witmark and Sons, New York. 1909?

Everyday Life at Hampton Institute. The Institute Press.

Fabre, Michel: Letters to Henriette Weigel about Richard Wright

Handy, W.C.
• Christmas card from 1957
• June 1956 letter to Francis Squibb
• “Critics Agree…Here’s another great achievement in W. C. Handy’s brilliant career.” flyer

Hughes, Langston
- Spotlight on the Up and Coming. Chicago Defender.
- The Backlash Blues. 1966
- A New Song. 1938
- League of Struggle for Negro Rights. 1933.


Jones, LeRoi: Folder 1
- Canceled check
- Of Death (typewritten poem with corrections made by hand).

Jones, LeRoi: Folder 2
- An Interview with Amiri Baraka. Copyright 1979 Debra L. Edwards. Photocopy with corrections made by hand.

Pamphlets K-Z

Kaufman, Bob
- Letter to the editor of the Chronicle dated October 5, 1963
- Two loose-leaf typed sheets. Notes from the hot garbadine scene
- The New Riviera Hotel (3 pages)


Lorde, Audre: Correspondence to Diane diPrima

McKay, Claude:
- Photo
- Book jacket: Claude McKay. Harper and Brothers Publishers


Ottley, Roi: New World A-Coming (the concluding chapter). 1944?


Powell, Anthony Vann: Listen to my words: Earl Eugene P. 1972.


Robeson, Paul
• The Paul Robeson Campus Center Addition. Dedication Program September 17-21, 1979. Rutgers the State University of New Jersey the Newark Campus.
• Photo of Robeson bust created by Sally Ryan
• Flyer for “Native Land”. Worlds Theatre.
• Letter from Congressman Vito Marcantonio to members of the A.L.P. and a memo from Henry A. Wallace and Paul Robeson to members of the A.L.P.

Schuyler, George: Letter to Jodie Schuyler (not in box)

Stamps
• Charles Drew 6/3/1981
• Henry Ossawa Tanner 10/10/1973
• Harriet Tubman 2/1/1978
• Martin Luther King 1/13/1979
• Benjamin Banneker 2/15/1980
• James Weldon Johnson 2/2/1988


To Think That This Happened Around a Street Named Rondo. Copyright 1988 Saint Peter Claver Catholic School and COMPAS.

Weatherly, Tom
• Drawings
• Manuscripts

Williams, Henry A. Postcard announcing City Council candidacy.

Williams, John A.: Letters and pages from a manuscript. 1968-1976?

Wright, Richard
• Letters to and about Henrietta Weigel. 1938, 1939, and 1941.
• How “Bigger” Was Born: The story of Native Son, one of the most significant novels of our time, and how it came to be written. Harper and Brothers, New York. 1940.
Four pamphlets on the case of Mary Blandy, who was hanged in 1752 for poisoning her father with arsenic in Oxford, England. Francis Blandy had disapproved of his daughter’s relationship with Captain William Cranstoun. The tryal of Mary Blandy, spinster; for the murder of her father, Francis Blandy, gent.